ABSTRACT.
The predecessor of this paper The norms appearing on the right side are Hilbert-Schmidt norms of the r x r matrices which occur.
The set of such functions is a Banach algebra, denoted by A. It has a distinguished subset AQ consisting of those functions satisfying the conditions det cb(ei6) / 0, A arg det cb(ei9) = 0. 
in the scalar case r = 1, was lacking.
In this paper such a formula will be derived. It reads, very simply,
Recall that there is a determinant theory for operators differing from the identity by a nuclear (trace class) operator. It is to this that "det" refers here.
(All the facts we shall need about these determinants may be found in License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Write A+= {cb £ A: cbk = 0 for k < 0\, A" = \cb £ A: cpk = 0 for k > 0\.
In case either cb £ A~ ot ifj £ A the right side of (2) vanishes so
In particular the mapping
is an isomorphism from either of the subalgebras A into the algebra of oper-,+ ators on 12.
Suppose now that there is a factorization cb = e^/J~e'f' where \fj~ £ A and ifj-and \fi commute.
Then (3) and (4) give (6) det eWeQe~We~Q = exp tt(WQ-QW).
(The formula appears in [3] and [2, §10] . The latter paper hints at a possi- 
T[<A~]TÎ> + ]-T[tp + ]Thfj-]= Tl>V"]-T[.A + ]T^-]
which we know is nuclear. Combining this with (5) and (6) and using (2) give immediately Since both sides of (1) from which it follows easily that (9) is equal to ( 
10) tt(T[u + ]T[u-cb']-T[u + u-<p"]) + tt(T[v+cb']T[v-]-T[v+cb'v-]).
Use of (3) and (A) shows that the first term of (10) is equal to the trace of
Since the trace is a similarity invariant [l, p. 99] the second term of (10) is equal to the trace of 
S(t)=I-T[<f>(t)]T[cf>(t)-1]
and we find that
Another application of the invariance of the trace under similarity shows that this equals
as desired. The multiplicative identity where each cb (resp. <;i~) has a logarithm in A (resp. A~). 
